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When A Jew Rules the World
By Joel Richardson

WND Books. Hardcover. Condition: New. 288 pages. In the past thirty years, the trend among
American evangelicals view of Israel has shifted dramatically. There is a sudden rise of anti-Israel
and anti-Semitic sentiment among Christians today. At gatherings such as the pro-Palestinian
Christ at the Checkpoint conference in Bethlehem to the Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions movement
on university campuses around the world, a new generation of Christians are not only turning away
from traditional support for Israel, but from the very belief that there yet remains any ongoing
calling and election upon the Jewish people. As this portentous shift is seen on a growing number of
evangelical seminaries, and even on Facebook, are Scripturally-grounded Christians prepared to
provide solid responses In this seminal and hard-hitting work, Joel Richardson exposes the dangers
and theological bankruptcy of this growing trend. When a Jew Rules the Worldsets the record
straight regarding the New Covenant, the millennium, eschatology, and what every Christian must
know about Israel. Is the Abrahamic Covenant relevant today Has the Old Testament been replaced
How should gentile believers relate to unbelieving Jews What exactly is Islamic Supersessionism
Richardson answers these questions and more as he carefully walks the reader through the...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally exciting throgh reading time. I am pleased to let you know that this is the greatest publication
we have read through during my very own life and may be he best publication for possibly.
-- Mr. Kade Rippin
Without doubt, this is actually the very best function by any article writer. it was writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Isobel Heller MD
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